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Abstract: Multiple-Choice (MC) item is an important component of testing. MC items have been heavily used in 
computer-based assessment due to the ability of computer to be programmed to enable automatic and easy retrieval of 
test scores and feedback. Past studies have shown that feedback on degree of realism essential to support 
metacognition, which empowers students to regulate and control their own learning. Unfortunately this feedback is 
rarely given especially to young children. Furthermore, whether the students value this feedback remains an open 
question. Effort to provide this feedback through computer-based assessment by incorporating Probability 
Measurement (PM), Confidence Weighting (CW), the Conventional Number Right (NR), and Elimination Testing (ET) 
seem not possible especially for young schooling children.  The main weaknesses of CW, PM and ET are their complex 
or confusing test instructions. With the advent of the internet, thus it is proposed in this study to develop and evaluate a 
web-based Computer-Adaptive Multiple Choice Assessment (CAAS) that has the ability to provide feedback on the 
student’s knowledge state as an alternative to feedback on degree of realism. NRET scoring method which is a hybrid of 
NR and ET scoring method is used in CAAS to provide feedback to students. This is an on-going project and this paper 
presents some initial findings of CAAS.  The initial results indicated that CAAS has the potential to assist students in 
learning but students may require more training to get used to the NRET scoring procedure.             
 
1. Introduction 

Over the past decade, the internet has become an increasingly important environment to 
promote learning in the schools. Computer-based assessment becomes increasingly attractive as 
education faced pressure such as increasing number of students and workload, and the need to 
reduce cost but yet improve the quality and accountability of the assessment process [33]. Among 
the various format of test item, Multiple-Choice (MC) items have been heavily used in computer-
based assessment due to the ability of computer to be programmed to enable automatic and easy 
retrieval of test scores and feedback [6,23,33]. 
     One of the most promising aspects of computer-based assessment was instant feedback [29]. 
Feedback on degree of realism is useful in diagnosing content misconceptions, reasoning errors, and 
learning difficulties [28]. Degree of realism is a type of outcome feedback, which indicates how 
aware a student is of his or her own knowledge states. For example, in a ten item MC test, Student 
who answered confidently all the items, only to discover that all his answers are wrong show that he 
overvalued his knowledge and was having serious misconceptions. On the other hand, a student 
who was not sure (less confident) of his answers, yet getting all the answers correct is undervaluing 
his knowledge. Both students indicated lack of realism but on two extreme ends. Accurate self-
assessment is also essential to support metacognition, which empowers students to regulate and 
control their own learning and for which laboratory studies show positive correlations with studying 
and achievement [1,27]. From educational point of view, accurate self assessment of students’ own 
knowledge will enable them to plan study activities and deciding what topics to pay attention to 



while studying. However, this feedback is rarely given especially to young children. Furthermore, 
whether the students value this feedback remains an open question.     
 
2. Statement of the Problem  

In an attempt to provide feedback on degree of realism, Dirkwager [10,11] develop a 
TestBet, computer-based testing with automatic scoring based upon Probabilities Measurement 
(PM). Paul [28] designs an interactive response system called Computer-Based Alternative 
Assessment (CBAA) Confidence Weighting (CW). Under probability measurement, students are 
instructed to indicate the probability of correct for each option. Confidence weighting on the other 
hand requires students to choose an answer and indicate how confident (or the probability) the 
chosen answer is correct. In both cases, students need to translate their degree of correctness of the 
chosen option into a fairly correct numerical scale. This involves the understanding of the concept 
of probability. If the students do not have a well-developed concept of probability, it is just like 
asking them to complete an impossible task [22]. Unfortunately it is found that even older students 
(junior high to college students) have difficulty employing probabilistic reasoning [15,30,14]. In 
addition to this, the calculation of degree of realism involves complex computation of student’s 
assigned probabilities to the correct answer and a fairly large number of items are needed to obtain 
accurate measures of degree of realism. Thus, TestBet and CBAA may not be practical for young 
schooling children. 
     Number Right (NR) scoring method is a conventional scoring method, where students need to 
pick one option as the correct answer. Unfortunately, there is no information on how the students 
think with respect to each alternative: complete certainty, vacillation between several alternatives, 
blind guess, or even more or less serious fallacy [16]. Thus, feedback on how realistic or how aware 
the students of their knowledge state could not be provided.   
     Coombs [7] proposed Elimination Testing (ET), a procedure where students must cross out all 
alternatives that they consider incorrect. Students’ knowledge for a given item can be categorized 
as: full knowledge (identify all the incorrect options), partial knowledge (identify some of the 
incorrect options), partial misinformation (identify the correct answer and some incorrect options), 
full misconception (identify only the correct answer), absence of knowledge (either the item is 
omitted or all options are identified). 
     Although the students’ response pattern under ET can provide a rough indication of students’ 
knowledge state, its test instructions are confusing despite prior practice [19]. It is conflicting where 
students are taught to solve for the correct answer but being assessed on their ability to identify the 
wrong answer. Dirkwager [11] say that based on students’ partial knowledge, they can identify that 
some option which is more likely to be the answer than others. However, under ET, students are 
denied the opportunity to indicate their preferred option as the possible answer. Thus this portion of 
partial knowledge is not captured.   
     At this moment, it seem likely that, feedback on degree of realism for young schooling children 
which are often tested using MC items are not possible in normal educational setting such as in 
classroom. Thus, any new scoring method that is simple and familiar to young children yet able to 
give a rough indication of students’ knowledge state will be useful. Therefore, a web-based 
Computer-Adaptive Multiple Choice Assessment (CAAS) using the new Number Right Elimination 
Testing (NRET) scoring method was proposed.   
 
3. Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study is to develop and evaluate an assessment tool that is able to give 
feedback on student’s knowledge states an alternative to feedback on degree of realism. CAAS is a 



web-based assessment tool for learning mathematics using the new NRET scoring method. This 
study addresses the following research questions.  

1. Do the students accept CAAS as a learning tool?  

2. What are the students’ perceptions on the NRET test instructions?  

3. What are the students’ perceptions on the feedback on their knowledge state? 

4. CAAS using the New NRET Scoring Method 
CAAS is a web-based computer-adaptive assessment using the new Number Right 

Elimination Testing (NRET) scoring method. It is currently available at 
http://caa.bestservices.com.my.  NRET is a hybrid of two existing scoring method, Number Right 
(NR) and Elimination Testing (ET).  Under NRET, students need to eliminate alternative(s), which 
is/are incorrect and based on the remaining alternatives, choose one as the answer.  

      An item is presented on the screen, for each response option in a MC item, students should 
indicate on each option how they think about that response; “Correct”, “Wrong” or “Not Sure”. 
Students must choose one option as “correct”. However, they have the flexibility in choosing none, 
one, two or three as “Wrong” or “Not Sure”. Figure 4.1 shows the tools used by students.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Tool used by the students 

Based on the students’ response pattern under NRET, the students’ knowledge state can be 
identified. Table 1 below shows the classification of students’ knowledge state for all possible 
response patterns under the NRET scoring method for a four alternative MC item.  

 

 

 

 



Table 4.1: Classification of students’ knowledge level based on the NRET response pattern. 

Knowledge state Response pattern 

Full knowledge Answer correct  

Identify 3 options as definitely incorrect  

Answer correct  

Identify 2 options as definitely incorrect  

Answer correct 

Identify 1options as definitely incorrect  

Answer wrong 

Identify 2options  as definitely incorrect  

Answer wrong 

Identify 1 options as definitely incorrect  

 

 

 

 

Partial knowledge 

 

 

Answer correct 

Identify no option as definitely incorrect 

Absence of knowledge Answer wrong 

Identify no option as definitely incorrect 

Identify answer as definitely incorrect 

Identify 2 options as definitely incorrect  

Partial misconception 

Identify answer as definitely incorrect 

Identify 1 option as definitely incorrect  

Full misconception Identify only the answer as definitely incorrect 

 
CAAS is adaptive in nature where the selection of the successive item will depend on the student’s 
performance of the item. Thus, students do not waste their time attempting items that are too hard or 
trivially easy. In addition to this, hints are given and students are also given a second chance to 
correct their thinking if their first response is incorrect. Full solution will be given as reinforcement 
for student having partial knowledge and misconception. At the end of the exercise, student will not 
only obtain their scores, but also feedback on their knowledge level for each item.  For items with 
misconception and absence of knowledge, students can review to check where they are wrong. On 
top of that, students can view their ranking against all participating students in their school as well 
as against all participating students. Example of feedback output on students’ knowledge level is as 
shown in Figure 4.2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.2: Feedback on students’ knowledge state 

5. The Sample   
CAAS is currently implemented in 37 secondary schools throughout Sarawak, Malaysia. At 

the moment, 630 students and 59 teachers had registered and used this assessment tool. It is an 
ongoing project and the data collection is expected to be completed in early November 2008. 
However, only 73 students from three participating schools are used as the sample for the 
preliminary finding. They were requested to complete a questionnaire upon completing five MC 
exercises. The questionnaire consisted of general background questions regarding the students’ 
gender and the computer experience. The questionnaire contained a further ten questions relating 
directly to the three research questions in the study.  

 
6. Preliminary Results and Discussions 
Profile of the sample. The samples for the preliminary findings consisted of 73 students from three 
secondary schools in Kuching and Samarahan divisions, Sarawak, Malaysia. There were 34 male 
and 39 female students.   A total of 35 students or 47.9% had computers at home. Out of 35 students 
having computers at home, 31 students spent at least one hour on learning using computer in a 
week. All the three schools had computers and 51 students out of 73 students spent at least one hour 
learning using computer at their schools per week.  Thirty one out of 73 students surveyed stated 
that they had been exposed to other learning software besides CAAS. 

Research questions 1: Do the students accept CAAS as a learning tool? 

The findings showed that 60.3% or 55 out of 73 students surveyed agreed that CAAS helped them 
in learning mathematics. Only one student disagreed while another 17 students were undecided. 
Sixty four point four percent or 57 out of 73 students stated they would always use the CAAS if it 
was available on the web as compared to only two students who say otherwise. The rest of the 
students were undecided. A further 61.6% suggested that CAAS with NRET scoring method be 
extended to other subjects such as science. Thus, the majority of the students accepted CAAS as a 
learning tool and was willing to use it if it was available on the web. 

 



These findings were generally consistent with past studies which reported the benefits of using 
computer-based assessment. According to Fleischman [13] and Lockwood [21], web based 
assessment where students have more opportunities for practice, self-testing, self-evaluation and 
self motivation will promote learning. Bennett [2] and Bransford, Brown and Cocking [4] says that 
instant feedback enable students learn about their mistake or misconceptions thus enabling them 
chance to readjust their thinking instantly. Laborde [20] stresses the need of student being given 
another chance to answer the same item to confirm their adjustment. Paul [28] says a good 
assessment tool for learning should include: establishing and revealing status (“knowing what you 
know”), diagnosis of weaknesses (“Knowing what you don’t know”) and comparative assessment 
with larger populations (answering “where do you stand?”). The design of CAAS takes all the 
above factors into consideration. Thus, as shown by the findings, CAAS can be regarded as an 
acceptable learning tool.  

Research question 2: What are the students’ perceptions on the NRET test instructions?  
Addressing the issue on providing feedback on students’ knowledge state requires going beyond 
conventional NR multiple-choice scoring techniques. This means introducing new test instructions. 
To ensure practically, the new tests instruction must be simple and familiar to the students.  Review 
of literature has shown that the new NRET test instructions where students need to eliminate 
alternative(s), which is/are incorrect and based on the remaining alternatives, choose one as the 
answer is actually a test taking strategy commonly used by students while answering MC items.  
For example, in a survey on test taking strategies employed by students, Oh [25] reported that out of 
264,900 students who took the Fall 2001 administration of the SAT, 60% or roughly 159,940 
students first eliminate incorrect alternative before selecting one alternative as the answer. 
Dirkwager [11] also discover that most students used this strategy.  
 
Consistent with past finding, only 16.4% or 12 out of 73 students stated that they did not use the 
strategy of eliminating the wrong options before choosing the answer. Although majority of the 
students used strategy similar to the NRET test instructions, it was surprising that 35.6% or 26 out 
of 73 students still regarded NRET test instructions as confusing despite prior practice. One 
possible explanation to this was that under the NR scoring, students have the flexibility of using 
more than one strategy in answering MC item. Orth [26] listed 11 most popular test taking 
strategies. However, once the strategy of eliminating the wrong option before choosing the answer 
strategy is formalized as the scoring method, student have to consistently use this strategy through 
out the whole test. Perhaps, some students might have difficulty in consistently using this strategy 
thus finding it confusing. In addition, this was also the first time they were exposed to the new test 
instructions beside the conventional NR. Nonetheless, according to Shepard [31,32] and Nitko [24] 
test taking strategies such as the NRET test instructions were skills that can be learned and there 
have been numerous studies that indicate that both children and adults can be taught to use the test 
taking strategy consistently. Thus, five sessions of training in this case could be insufficient. It was 
inappropriate to assume that students would be able to follow the new test instructions consistently 
though it seemed familiar to the students. It was because they had been so conditioned to the 
conventional NR scoring where they only needed to pick one option as the answer.        
Research question 3: What are the students’ perceptions on the feedback on their level of 
knowledge?  
The finding showed that 42.5% perceived feedback on the knowledge level as useful as compared 
to only 13.7% who said otherwise. The remaining 43.8% were undecided. Fifty seven point 5 
percent the students agreed that feedback on knowledge level enabled them to identify the area they 



were weak in as compared to only 1.4% who disagreed. Forty seven point nine percent reported that 
these feedbacks helped them in planning what to study while only 5.4% disagreed. The remaining 
46.7% of the students were undecided. This finding is consistent with suggestion by Barnett and 
Hixon [1], Paris and Winograd [27], and Paul [28] that accurate self-assessment is useful and 
essential to support metacognition which empowers students to regulate and control their own 
learning. Students value feedback on their knowledge level. By reviewing their knowledge state, 
students will be more aware of whether they overvalue or undervalue their knowledge and help 
them in planning their learning.  

Although the majority of the students viewed feedback on knowledge state as useful, more than half 
of the students (50.7%) stated they were more interested in their marks than feedback on their 
knowledge level. For items having misconception or partial knowledge, CAAS gave opportunity for 
students to review the questions, their responses and the actual answer to determine where their 
mistake are. Unfortunately only 35.6% of the students say that they always get back to check why 
they get the item wrong. This finding is consistent with finding by Wotjas [34];  Hounsell [17]; 
Crooks [8] and Jackson [18]  who reported that students seem to be only concerned with the final 
grade or mark. They furthers found that most of the students did not read the feedback if the dislike 
their grade or mark.  According to Ding [9] even if students read feedback comments, they do little 
with them. In contrast Brookhart [5] found that successful students use both marks and feedback 
and actively self-assess, learn and to direct their future learning. Black & William [3] suggested that 
in the absence of marks, students will read feedback much more carefully and use it to guide their 
learning.      

7. Conclusion    
A good assessment tool should enable students to evaluate their understanding of a topic before it is 
too late. CAAS using the NRET scoring method has the potential to assist students to evaluate their 
understanding by providing feedback on the knowledge state. Generally the majorities of the 
students surveyed accept CAAS as the learning tool for mathematics and are willing to use it if it is 
available on the web. Although NRET test instructions seem to be familiar to students, the fact that 
35.6% of students felt that it is confusing after 5 training sessions is worth noting. Perhaps, more 
training should be conducted to enable students to consistently follow the NRET test instructions. 
Students perceived feedback on knowledge level as useful in learning. However finding on what 
student do with feedback is rather discouraging. Suggestion by Black & William [3] should be 
given consideration for effective feedback that promotes learning. This study has produced some 
encouraging evidence to support the use of CAAS using the NRET scoring method as assessment 
tool.  
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